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Local Author Releases Debut Technical Manual with Local Publisher 

Thomas M. Malafarina releases Link-Tuit through Crave Press 

 

Leesport, Pa. – Author Thomas M. Malafarina’s debut technical manual Link-Tuit: A System to 

Organize Your Life was released today in print and as an e-book; it is currently available on 

Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and IndieBound as well as through Crave Press. 

 

In this step-by-step, illustrated manual, Advanced Computer Numerical Control Manufacturing 

Engineer Thomas M. Malafarina explains how you can utilize Microsoft Word’s hyperlinking to 

organize and link all of your documents in a simple and logical fashion. Malafarina’s system, 

refined over twenty years, has helped him easily organize and access thousands of professional 

and personal documents across hundreds of subdirectories at a moment’s notice, and it can do the 

same for you. Whether you’re an engineer, an accountant, a lawyer, a doctor, an automotive 

repair man, a writer, or any profession that requires you to have quick access to documentation, 

Link-Tuit is an easy system to organize your life. 

 
Malafarina is primarily known as an author of horror fiction. He has published numerous horror 

novels and collections of horror short stories. He has also published a book of often-strange 

single panel cartoons. In addition, many of Thomas’ stories have appeared in anthologies and e-

magazines. Some have been produced and presented for internet podcasts and radio plays as 

well. Thomas earns his living as an advanced machining engineering manager. He is also an 

artist, musician, singer, and songwriter. A native of Ashland, Pa., he now lives in western Berks 

County, Pa., with his wife JoAnne. 

 

Crave Press is a fully integrated publishing company that engages in title acquisition and 

development, editorial, design, promotion, sales, warehousing, and distribution. It publishes 

fiction and non-fiction books in a wide range of categories and formats. For more information, 

visit www.cravepress.com.  

 

For more information about this book or to get in touch with the author, please email 

cjsteffy@cravepress.com. 
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